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ABSTRACT
This research studies from an internal view based on the Competency-Based Perspective (CBP), key organizational competencies developed for small new business. CBP is chosen in an attempt to explain the differences characterizing the closed companies from the consolidated ones. The main contribution of this paper is the definition of a set of key organizational competencies for new ventures from services and low technology based sectors. Using the classification proposed by [1] and a review of the entrepreneurship literature, the main competencies were defined and classified as: managerial, input-based, transformation-based, and output-based competencies. The proposed model for evaluating new ventures organizational competence is tested by means of Structural Equation Modelling (SEM) and a sample of 526 small firms created between 2003 and 2008 in Catalonia (Spain).
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1. INTRODUCTION

The competency approach has become an increasingly means of studying entrepreneurial characteristics and process [2]. However, in the entrepreneurship field, most of the studies focusing on competences analysis have concentrated on individual competences [3], [4], [5]. One of the main reasons is the strong identification of new ventures with their founders. At the beginning of business activity the entrepreneur has a decisive influence on the development of newly established company; even some researchers believe that new ventures are extensions of their founders [6], [7], [8], [9]. In this line, [2] identified some areas of entrepreneurial competences that are important for the entrepreneur and can influence new venture performance. As defined by [2] those areas are:

- **Opportunity competencies**: Related to recognizing and developing market opportunities.
- **Relationship competencies**: Communication and interpersonal skills.
- **Conceptual competencies**: Different conceptual abilities, e.g., decision skills, risk-taking, and innovativeness.
- **Organizing competencies**: Capabilities for organization of different internal and external resources (e.g., human, physical, financial and technological resources, including team-building, leading employees, training, and controlling).
- **Strategic competencies**: Setting, evaluating and implementing the strategies of the firm
- **Commitment competencies**: Competencies that drive the entrepreneur to move ahead with the business

However, from an organizational perspective, it is needed to take into consideration a set of organizational competences fostering a new company performance. Competency-Based Perspective (CBP) provides a useful theoretical framework to understand which organizational competences are important in first years of company life and to explain the survival of new ventures. These competences will be strongly influenced by the figure of the entrepreneur and its individual competences (as described above). CBP theory is focused on explaining how competences are created, developed and accumulated [1], [10].

In order to add knowledge to the entrepreneurship study field, we propose a model for measuring key organizational competences and we believe that these organizational competences will have a positive influence on the survival probability of these new companies. To validate the model of the organizational competences, the present study uses a sample of new ventures from Catalonia (Spain). The sample includes 526 new ventures from services and low-technology based sectors. In the following the theoretical framework and the methodology of the empirical study are presented. Then,
the empirical study shows the obtained results. The paper concludes with some conclusions and some suggestions for future research.

2. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

Regarding an organization, competences are basically a set of routines, which form the organization’s main system for storing knowledge and determine the regular patterns of behaviour (Turner and Crawford). As mentioned by [11], talking about competences is “emphasizing what the company does as opposed to what the company has”.

In the literature, the authors have developed different ways of categorizing competencies [12], [13]. This article follows the classification proposed by [1]. These authors suggest a classification of four main organizational competences that can influence the obtaining of competitive advantages in the company:

- **Input-based competences** comprise those resources, knowledge and skills that enable a firm’s transformational process to create the product or service.
- **Managerial competences** include the unique capabilities of the organization’s strategic leader to articulate the objectives of the organization.
- **Transformational competences** describe the organizational capabilities to convert inputs into outputs.
- Finally, **output based competences** include those competences that are developed over a period of time and are not freely tradeable, being sources of sustained competitive advantage, such us reputation or image, product or service quality or customer loyalty.

This classification is based on the premise that managerial competencies and strategic focus are responsible for attracting and generating specialized resources that are combined, transformed, and channelled to market goods and services enabling firms to attract and hold on to their customers [11].

2.1. Key organizational competences in new ventures

Based on the proposal of [1], a review of the literature was used to identify some key organizational competencies regarding the survival and consolidation of new ventures (see Figure 1).

**Input based competencies**

*Employee know-how.* Employee know-how, especially from people related with production and customer service enhance the productive capacity of the company, allowing resources and time of their human capital could be spent on activities that bring higher value for the company creating a basis for their competitive advantage [14].

*Acquiring and maintaining firm’s resources.* At the time of forming a new business, not all entrepreneurs are able to build and use company’s specific resources (especially those which are not part the company’s central activity). The fact that the company is able to internalize the use of tools, equipment and technology support or account management will help significantly to the achievement of core business [15], [16].

**Managerial competencies**

*Enacting the market.* From the point of view of a new organization that began its activity, all the practices that enable customers better understanding have a decisive influence in the strategic decisions that the entrepreneur or entrepreneurial team has to take. That is, if the company has the ability to do market research and promotional activities will allow the company to have a competitive advantage over their competitors and leading better performance. In other words, market investigation, sensitivity to market needs and ability to spot suboptimal deployment of resources may help an entrepreneur to develop opportunities [17].

*Deploying organizational objectives.* As an organization strategic vision is socially constructed, the deployment of the organizational objectives in the first years of a firm operation is extremely

![Figure 1. Key competencies related with new venture survival/consolidation](image-url)
The understanding of the organizational objectives by the entire new venture’s staff, as well as the defined organizational architecture, become the platform to combining and mobilizing resources and focused the organization on the achievement of its strategic vision [18].

**Bargaining power.** As it is well recognized, for all organizations the relationship with its suppliers is crucial. In the case of new companies, this could be considered as one of the keys of their survival. A good coordination of their purchases of raw materials will not produce broken stocks, a fact that may adversely affect the initial image the company is shaping. In addition, good communication with suppliers and the capability of the company to gain some bargaining power will allow the company to reduce initial costs and to ensure quality and delivery times, vital aspects for a new organization [19].

**Transformational competencies**

**Process planning and flexibility.** The companies under study, generally, have little operational experience and, in most cases, operate using little immature and developed routines [20]. However, although we cannot talk about processes standardization in its entirety, the ability of the organization may have acquired in their first months of life to plan their production and servicing processes, as well as to provide the necessary resources in relation to its demand, could help streamline processes and could positively affect business performance.

**Output based competencies**

**Developing firm’s reputation.** This competency is defined as the key one in the early years of a venture. It represents the ability of a new company to shaping a good reputation based on, for instance, meeting its customer’s expectations, transmitting a quality image and having the flexibility to meet its customer’s new expectations. In the early stage, having this competence will be crucial to the venture as the company’s reputation begins to take shape. Due to their relatively brief production experience, limited track record, lack of resources, and the considerable uncertainty they face, new firms face a challenge in signaling the quality of their products to customers and other stakeholders [21], [22], [23].

3. METHODOLOGY

3.1. Objective

The main goal of this research is to identify the structural dimensions that constitute key organizational competences for new ventures. This analysis has lead to a second order factor proposed model, which is tested using Structural Equation Modelling (SEM). Seven first-order constructs related with CBT for new business are defined and operationalized (see Table 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Items</th>
<th>Standardized Loadings</th>
<th>Standard Errors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Acquiring and maintaining firm’s resources (0.978)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INP1. Accounting management of the company</td>
<td>0.663</td>
<td>0.033</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INP2. Support equipments and technologies</td>
<td>0.669</td>
<td>0.034</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INP3. Production / service provision facilities</td>
<td>0.763</td>
<td>0.028</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employee know-how (0.979)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INP4. Training of customer service staff</td>
<td>0.741</td>
<td>0.031</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INP5. Training of production staff</td>
<td>0.921</td>
<td>0.026</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enacting the market (0.970)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAN1. Ability and resources to undertake market research frequently</td>
<td>0.542</td>
<td>0.045</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAN2. Resources for promotional activities and sale of the product / service</td>
<td>0.647</td>
<td>0.038</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAN3. Business background of the manager</td>
<td>0.798</td>
<td>0.038</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deploying organizational objectives (0.970)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAN4. Understanding of company procedures and aims by all company members</td>
<td>0.729</td>
<td>0.033</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAN5. Clear organisational structure (organisational chart)</td>
<td>0.736</td>
<td>0.033</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bargaining power (0.983)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAN6. Coordination of purchases of raw materials</td>
<td>0.822</td>
<td>0.027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAN7. Communication with suppliers</td>
<td>0.764</td>
<td>0.028</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAN8. Ability to negotiate with suppliers</td>
<td>0.683</td>
<td>0.031</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process planning and flexibility (0.988)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRAN1. Planning of production process / service provision</td>
<td>0.866</td>
<td>0.016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRAN2. Production / service provision capacity in relation to demand</td>
<td>0.837</td>
<td>0.019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developing firm’s reputation (0.987)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OUT1. Delivery of the product / service on time</td>
<td>0.854</td>
<td>0.020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OUT2. Maintenance of the quality of the product / service during distribution</td>
<td>0.813</td>
<td>0.022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OUT3. Flexibility, in order to meet the new expectations of clients</td>
<td>0.702</td>
<td>0.028</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Parameters statistically significant at 95%.
3.2. Survey development and Data collection
Guided by the literature (see Section 2) individual items for the seven constructs were identified. A survey instrument was then generated to provide test of the items and constructs under investigation. The survey instrument was validated by a team of researchers and entrepreneur consultants. The validation team discussed and assessed each of the survey items. Finally, collected suggestions were aggregated and the corresponding items were amended and/or reworded.

This research is part of a study which looks for the establishment of significant differences between new closed ventures (that close before its consolidation) from those that arrive to their consolidation (considering it as overcome 3.5 years in operation after its foundation). In this sense, the sample collection includes 113 organizations closed before 3.5 years of operation, and 413 organizations in activity (268 non-consolidated and 145 consolidated). Response scale for survey items was eleven-point Likert-type (from 0 to 10). As ex-entrepreneurs are an elusive sampling group (see [24] for considerations) a large data-collection effort was conducted. In pursuit of this aim, a web survey was conducted in 2008 (The questionnaire-based, self-administered, survey was available on request). The survey was delivered to entrepreneurs, by means of entrepreneurial support institutions in Catalonia.

4. PROPOSED MODEL AND RESULTS
As shown in the previous sections, the model proposed to evaluate the organizational competence of new ventures is a second order factor model, and it is tested by means of SEM, and specifically using a Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA). Tables 1 and 2 show the path of standardized loadings for the proposed constructs. The standardized loading, standard error and reliability obtained for each of the proposed first order factors (constructs) are presented in Table 1. Reliability is the assessment of the internal consistency of the items of an individual construct and in this case is measured via composite reliability [25]. A scale is deemed reliable if the composite reliability exceeds 0.70 [26]. Results are noted in brackets in Table 1. As shown, all seven constructs exhibit acceptable levels for this measure. In Table 2 the path of standardized loadings and standard errors for the second order factor is presented.
In our case, the final results for the model show statistically-significant effects from the variables in the second order factor model using Structural Equation Modelling approach. The fit of the model shows a $\chi^2$ of 452.127, with 125 degrees of freedom and $p=0.000$. Other fit measures obtained are the Compared Fit Index (CFI) equals to 0.923 (acceptable above 0.90), the Root Mean Square Error of Approximation (RMSEA) of 0.071 (adequate below 0.10), and the Standardized Root Mean Square Residual (SRMR) equal to 0.048 (acceptable below 0.05). Thus, the measures show a good fit of the model. However, these measures are sensible to large sample size, as in our case. For this reason, we checked for misspecifications in the model. However, misspecifications were not found, in other words, any other theoretical significant effect exits in the model. All effects in the model are significant at 95%. The relationships and effects are provided in the structural part of the model (Figure 2). The related standard errors are given in brackets.

Results for our model show three latent variables to be more related with the organizational competence concept. The first two variables are related to managerial competences, bargaining power and deploying organizational objectives; and the third one, process planning and flexibility, is about transformational competences. Responses from the sample suggest that bargaining power (Coordination of purchases, communication and ability to negotiate with suppliers) could be thus the most important component of the managerial competences, and in general, of the organizational competence for new ventures in services and low-technology sectors.

3. CONCLUSIONS

An empirical attempt to define and validate the new venture’s organizational competence construct is presented in this work. Previous studies are mainly focus on a specific competence or on the entrepreneur individual competences (as shown in Section 2). Results presented are a first approximation to operationalize the assessment of organizational competences in new ventures from services and low-technology sectors. The proposed model provides an alternative to better understanding and analysing the new venture’s activity from an internal view based on the CBT. Next step in the research is to apply the obtained construct to assess the organizational competence of new ventures, both closed and in operation. It is expected that the relationship between competencies construct and the business current situation (i.e. organizations closed before 3.5 years of operation and organizations in activity -non consolidated and consolidated-) results significant for the companies in the collected sample. Future research can also include the study of the process in which entrepreneur’s personal competences become (or allow the development of) organizational competences in new ventures.
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